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This article presents some of the results of a 
broader project,1  the aim of which is to anal-
yse the history and identity changes of a par-
ticular ethnopolitical generation—the former 
Jewish communists of Poland. In this paper I 
will briefly outline the background to the eth-
nic identity of the generation and analyse its 
current state. 

There is an important distinction to be 
made between the concepts of generation and 
group as used in this paper. While "genera-
tion" denominates an analytical concept, the 
term "group" describes a concrete subsection 
of the generation, an entity on the empirical 
level. 

The analysis of the present state of the 
ethnic identity' of the generation proves the 
changing, dynamic structure of ethnic identity 
and shows the mechanisms and factors that 
shape and reshape it. It also sheds additional 
light on the connections between the social pre-
dicament of ethnic groups, their identity and 
strategies of emancipation. 

The analysis will be guided by the fol-
lowing questions: What are the repercussions 
of the group's social and political experiences 
on its ethnic identity? What is the nature of 
changes that have taken place in its ethic iden-
tity? What is the present state of the eth-
nic identity of the group? Which subidenti-
ties does it consist of? What is the content 
of these subidentities and how do they interact 
with each other? What is the nature of the  

group member's sense of ethnic community? 
Which factors have influenced and shaped it? 

The concept of Jewish identity, which is 
central in this context, follows that used by 
Simon  N.  Herman,' the purpose of whose re-
search from the outset was to inspire worldwide 
study of Jewish identity today. 

1. The generation 

The members of the group were born between 
1900 and 1920; the youngest are now approach-
ing their seventies and the oldest are close to 
ninety years old. They came from Poland to 
Sweden as stateless persons during the period 
1969-724  and were granted the status of polit-
ical refuges. In a uniquely concentrated form, 
their lives reflect the drama of Europe's mod-
ern political history in general, and that of 
Central Eastern Europe in particular, with its 
ethnic conflicts, social unrests and political 
changes. 

They began their active lives in Poland 
between the World Wars; they survived the 
Second World War as refugees in the Soviet 
Union;5  after the war they rebuilt their lives in 
Poland; during the years 1969-72 they again 
started a new life, in Sweden. Considering that 
it has had to start a new life in three differ-
ent countries and at four different times, this 
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generation is unique. In the course of their 
lives, the members of the generation were citi-
zens and refugees, conspirators and public fig-
ures, outsiders and leaders, active subjects in 
the making of history and its powerless objects. 
Each of the life stories of the group's members 
is unique. Taken together, they are representa-
tive of the social, political and ideological his-
tory of the times and societies in which they 
were active. 

The members of the group constitute a 
generation in more than merely a demographic 
sense. They are all Jews, mostly from tradi-
tional homes. They all revolted both against 
the ghetto world of their parents and against 
the burden of anti-Semitism, and they did it in 
a similar way. Although many later attempted 
to change their Jewish identity by opting for 
a Polish one, their Jewishness played a deci-
sive part in their lives; thus, they constitute a 
part of the total Jewish experience and are an 
ethnically defined generation. 

They all joined the communist movement 
in Poland before the Second World War and, 
despite fears and doubts, remained faithful to 
the communist ideas (which many of their peers 
did not), until their forced exodus from Poland. 
Almost all of them spent long years in prison 
for their communist activities before the out-
break of the Second World War (the commu-
nist movement was outlawed in Poland) and 
they survived the war in similar conditions in 
Soviet Union. They all enthusiastically accept-
ed (and many of them actively participated in) 
the communist takeover of power in Poland af-
ter the Second World War. In the years until 
their exodus from Poland they all—shoemakers 
and high officials alike—remained members of 
the now exclusively dominant Communist Par-
ty (although many with a growing sense of 
disappointment and moral bankruptcy). They 
all participated in the same existential defeat 
when they were forced, or felt forced, to leave 
Poland in the aftermath of the so-called March 
events of 1968. 

Their lives were shaped by the same ide-
ologies, politics and ethnicity and marked by 
the same winds of historical change; they thus 
constitute a generation in the Mannheimian 
sense of the word:6  

Whereas mere common "location" in a gen-
eration is of only potential significance, a 
generation as an actuality is constituted 
when similarly "located" contemporaries 
participate in a common destiny and in the 
ideas and concepts which are in some way 
bound up with its unfolding. Within this 
community of people with a common des-
tiny, there can then arise particular genera-
tion-units. These are characterized by the 
fact that they do not merely involve a loose 
participation by a number of individuals in 
a pattern of events shared by all alike though 
interpreted by different individuals different-
ly, but an identity of responses, a certain 
affinity in the way in which all move with 
and are formed by their common experien-
ces. 

Having its deepest foundations in both ethnic 
and political factors, this generation should be 
regarded as an ethnopolitical one; and its iden-
tity, shaped by both ethnic and political ele-
ments, as an ethnopolitical identity. 

2. The identity of the generation: back-
ground and points of departure 

They believed in rationality and in a deter-
mined history, in which all stages of develop-
ment lead to an ultimate, scientifically pre-
dictable end. Being the victims of ethnic stig-
ma and most often belonging to the class of 
have-nots, they were doubly oppressed. With 
the deepening economic crisis and increasing 
anti-Semitism in Poland in the 1930s,7  the se-
riousness of their situation became more and 
more apparent. In fact, in their recollections, 
the expression "generation without hope" is 
frequently used. The sense of oppression and 
hopelessness against the backdrop of ever wors-
ening economic and political conditions of Pol-
ish Jewry, contributed to the formation of this 
generation's general outlook on the world, an 
outlook which would govern most of its mem-
bers' active lives. 

Because in their view the development of 
society was scientifically predictable and deter- 
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mined, they believed that the process could be 
speeded up. At the end of the history was the 
Millenium; a society of equals without class or 
national oppression, a society which the great 
Polish poet of Jewish origin, Julian Tuwim, 
yearned for in these words: 

"Daj robotnikom we wladanie 
owoce pracy we wsiach  i  w miastach 
bankierow rozpedz  - 
i  spraw Panie 
by pieniadz w pieniadz  nie  porastal 
Pysznych pokora niechaj uzbroj 
pokornym gniewnej dumy przydaj  
i  naucz nas ze pod sloncem Twoim  
nie  masz Greczyna ani Zyda" 

(Leave in the worker's care and power/ 
the fruits of work in town and country/ 
disperse the bankers/ 
let not money breed money, Lord/ 
for rich and mighty/ 
Let proud and vain/ 
show humble spirit/ 
and give to humble pride and anger/ 
show us that under the sun of yours/ 
be neither Greek nor Jew) 

Such was the society which was bound to be-
come a reality, making all the human race a 
family and opening a new era of fulfillment and 
happiness for all. This society was the ultimate 
end of history, whose iron laws now replaced 
God. 

Speeding up the progress of human devel-
opment, was seen by the members of the gen-
eration as the sacred duty of the enlightened 
revolutionary élite, a duty that had to be per-
formed for the good of everybody. The con-
viction of the meaning and the orientation of 
history, and the belief in the duty of the revolu-
tionary avant-garde to speed up its pace, lead 
to a contempt for the common man's common 
sense and for democracy. The generation be-
came soldiers of history marching under the 
banner of revolutionary messianism.8  

The members of the generation have their 
roots in the Jewish milieu of Poland between 
the World Wars. Poland was a multinational 
state with 35 million inhabitants (1939), of. 
whom 35% were minorities.9  The Jews consti-
tuted 9.8% of the population; only in USA were  

there more Jews during this particular period. 
While Polish society could still be character-
ized as rural—only 27% of the Polish, 7% of 
the Ukrainian and 3% of the White Russian 
population lived in the cities—the Jews were 
predominantly urban, with 76% living in the 
cities. There were many small cities whose 
populations were almost entirely Jewish, and 
in many other towns the Jews formed a major-
ity. 40% of the Polish Jewry lived in towns with 
a Jewish population of at least 10.000. While 
the Jews constituted 9.8% of Poland's total 
population, they formed over 25% of the inhab-
itants of the cities and towns of Poland; only 
3% of Polish Jews lived in the countryside.'°  

A majority of the members of this gen-
eration came from traditional Jewish homes. 
They were thus brought up with the norms of 
conduct and the values of this milieu. But the 
harmony of childhood and early youth did not 
last long. Growing class and political tensions 
in Polish society, as well as growing anti-Semit-
ism, which after the death of Marshal Pilsudzki 
in 1935 gradually became adopted by the au-
thoritarian so-called Colonels' regime as its of-
ficial policy,11  resulted in an increasing pauper-
ization of the Jewish population. As the sense 
of hopelessness grew, so did the generation gap. 
The younger generation became more secular 
and radical; political tensions and ideological 
debates could cut across every Jewish family.12  

Polish Jewry did not form a homogeneous 
group. Politically, it was splintered into com-
peting parties and ideologies. There were socio-
economic divisions and, as secularization grew 
stronger, divisions in respect to assimilation 
and traditionalism.13  There was a wide variety 
of Jewish newspapers, theatres, books, schools 
and cultural institutions14  connected to differ-
ent political parties and ideologies. In all this 
diversity Jewish culture bloomed. 

But the situation of the Polish Jewry was 
that of a stigmatized caste.15  All the compet-
ing Jewish parties16  and movements were faced 
with the same basic question: how could Polish 
Jewry's impossible caste situation be solved? 

To this question four different answers, or 
four different strategies of emancipation were 
proposed: the Bundist, the Zionist, the ortho-
dox and the communist one. 
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The three major competing political forces 
of the so-called ulica zydowska (Jewish street) 
of that period, were the Algemayner Yiddisher 
Arbeter  Bund  (The General Jewish Workers' 
Union), in short: the  Bund,  the Zionist move-
ment with a whole variety of parties, rang-
ing from extreme left (e.g. Poaley Zion Left) 
to right (the Revisionists), and the parties of 
the traditional and orthodox part of the Jew-
ish community, among which Agudas Yisroel 
(Aguda) was the strongest. 

Most Jewish workers supported the  Bund.  
The  Bund  was a radical social democratic party 
that worked for a just socialist society, as well 
as for Jewish cultural autonomy. According 
to the  Bund,  Polish Jewry could and should 
be emancipated in a future socialist and multi-
ethnic Polish state. The language of the  Bund  
was Yiddish. The  Bund  built up a network of 
trade unions, cultural clubs, social institutions 
and organizations. It was a mass movement, 
working for an alliance of all the socialist par-
ties in Poland and strongly opposed to Zionism 
as both reactionary and unrealistic. Despite, 
or maybe because of its radicalism, shortly be-
fore the outbreak of the Second World War, 
the  Bund  became the largest Jewish party in 
Poland. 

The other major component was the Zion-
ist movement. It has been estimated that ap-
proximately 40% of Polish Jewry supported the 
Zionist parties. According to the movement, 
the Jews could only be emancipated in a state 
of their own. Establishment of a Jewish state 
in Palestine was the movement's ultimate goal. 
The movement built up a network of Hebrew 
schools, clubs and youth organizations. It 
worked for the revival of Hebrew culture and 
language, and offered agricultural and other 
occupational training as preparation for mass 
emigration to Palestine. 

It is understood that both the Zionist and 
the Bundist movements represented, each in its 
own way, a rebellion against conditions of tra-
ditional Jewish ghetto life, a struggle against 
anti-Semitism and for Jewish emancipation. 

As the overall goal of the Zionist move-
ment was the mass emigration of Polish Jews 
to Palestine, an aim wholeheartedly supported 
by the Polish authorities, the movement's non- 

socialist segments enjoyed relatively good rela-
tions with, and support from the Polish gov-
ernment. 

About a third of the adult Jewish popu-
lation in Poland was traditional or orthodox. 
Their main political party was the Agudat Is-
rael, in short: Aguda. Faced with the chal-
lenges of modern times, the orthodox block 
aimed at the perpetuation of the traditional, 
isolated Jewish community and orthodox Jew-
ish identity, as well as the prevention of the 
growing secularization of the Jewish masses. 
The Aguda also had a large network of schools. 
It acted mainly within the framework of Jew-
ish Congregations. It was  antisocialist  and op-
posed to Zionism. Through deals and agree-
ments with the representatives of the Polish 
authorities, the Aguda was able to exercise a 
great deal of influence. 

Compared to these political forces, Jewish 
communists were few. The Polish communist 
movement17  was relatively small. There was 
no separate Jewish communist party in Poland 
(although at times, there was a separate Jew-
ish section—C.J.B.—of the Polish Communist 
Party). The most radical of all the Jewish 
radicals in Poland at that time, the Jewish 
communists participated in the Polish commu-
nist movement, with its three parties: CPP 
(the Communist Party of Poland), CPZU (the 
Communist Party of Western Ukraine), and 
CPZD (the Communist Party of Western Whi-
te Russia). Each of these parties had its own 
youth organizations. The communist move-
ment was outlawed, and to participate in it 
meant the risk of a severe prison sentence. The 
communist movement was numerically small 
and did not strive after mass membership. Al-
though different sources present slightly differ-
ent numbers for different periods, we know that 
in 1933 the CPP had 9,200 members, CPZU 
4,600 and CPZB 4,000. The movement worked 
underground and it regarded its cadres as a 
revolutionary  avantgarde  that would spearhead 
a radical upheaval of the existing society. It 
worked in close alliance with the international 
communist movement, guided by the Comin-
tern from Moscow. 

The Jews constituted a substantial part 
of the Polish communist movement. Approxi- 
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mately a quarter of the members of CPP were 
Jewish and the proportion of Jewish members 
was at least as high in CPZU and CPZB; it 
has been estimated that there were, in total, 
at least 5,000 organized Jewish party mem-
bers before 1935. Moreover, the Jews con-
stituted 54% of the CPP's field workers and 
75% of its technika (the cadre entrusted with 
production and distribution of the propaganda 
materials). In the party's youth movement, 
the Jews constituted between 30% and 50% of 
the members.18  As it is highly probable that 
the Jewish membership in the movement grew 
even more after 1933, when a younger, des-
perate generation joined the youth organiza-
tions of the movement en  masse,  it is safe to 
assume that the Jewish communists made a de-
cisive impression on the communist movement 
in Poland at the time. 

In the view of the Jewish communists, the 
Jewish masses, as well as all other oppressed 
minorities, could only be emancipated through 
a revolutionary upheaval that would lead to 
a radically new, communist society, free from 
both class and ethnic oppression. Some of the 
Jewish communists, particularly those from the 
intelligentsia, believed that once the Jews were 
emancipated, the progressive solution was to 
assimilate and become either Poles or mem-
bers of a cosmopolitan society of the commu-
nist future. Their enthusiasm, devotion and 
high level of education, accounts for their rise 
to the leadership of the movement. Let us in I. 
Deutscher's words call them the "non- Jewish 
Jews". 

Another, larger group, consisted of the 
"Jewish Jews". They were poor and their na-
tive language was Yiddish. They, too, tried 
to escape from the stigma of being Jewish and 
from the situation of being outcasts, but they 
believed fully in the officially proclaimed Soviet 
policy of just treatment for national minorities. 
If the "non-Jewish Jews" saw the future of the 
communist society as a mankind of individu-
als, the "Jewish Jews" saw it as a family of 
nations. 

It is important to stress that only about 
5% of the Polish Jewry supported the commu-
nists.19  The Jewish community in Poland was 
thus far from being committed to communism;  

on the other hand the communist movement 
was to a large degree composed of Jews. 

After the socialization of childhood and 
early youth, the period of activities in the com-
munist movement until the dissolution of the 
CPP in 1938 was a decisive period in the for-
mation of the ethnopolitical identity of this 
generation. In underground illegal activities, 
in small, secret party cells that demanded un-
limited devotion and discipline, in prison, in 
religiously intensive debates, in studies of the 
classics of Marxism-Leninism, in a situation of 
being outsiders in two ways—both with regard 
to the Jewish community and to the Polish so-
ciety in general—the identity of the members 
of the generation was reshaped. The purely 
ideological communist view of the world was 
refiltered through, and mixed with, the group's 
Jewish cultural and spiritual background. As 
children, the members of the generation re-
ceived their religious education in chedarim 
(Jewish religious primary schools). They grew 
up mostly in the traditional homes of their 
parents and grandparents, in shtetlachs (small 
Jewish towns) or in predominantly Jewish 
neighbourhoods of the larger towns. They read 
Jewish papers and books. They played, stud-
ied and worked with other Jews. Although of-
ten marginal, they were part and parcel of the 
world of Polish Jewry which on the eve of the 
Holocaust numbered 3,500,000 people and was, 
as already noted, ideologically rich and diver-
sified. 

In the formation of the generation's iden-
tity, the ethnic and the political elements be-
came one. A typical member of the group was 
not only a Jew and not only a communist, but 
a special type of communist and a special type 
of Jew. He was a Polish Jewish communist. 

Later, other stages followed in the history 
and in the evolution of the ethnopolitical iden-
tity of the generation; the years as refugees in 
the Soviet Union during the war, where the 
generation's vision of the fatherland of the in-
ternational proletariat in many cases met the 
reality of Siberian labour camps and steppes of 
Kazakhstan; the triumphant return to Poland 
and the communist takeover; the first enthusi-
astic years of building the foundations of a so-
ciety they had dreamed of (but even of police 
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terror and fears for one's safety); the shock of 
Khruschev's disclosures about the extent and 
nature of crimes in the Stalinist era; a short pe-
riod of new hopes for a better socialism after 
1956, and a growing sense of disillusionment 
and opportunism of the coming years, when 
the generation tried to keep what was left of 
the dreams of its youth, although many of their 
peers had already abandoned the vision. 

Finally came the existential defeat at the 
end of the 1960s, when the ethnic stigma of the 
generation caught up with it again. 

***********  

They were Jewish by birth, Polish by citizen-
ship and conscious choice. Today they are cit-
izens of Sweden. These three subidentities: 
Jewish, Polish and Swedish, interacting with 
each other, create, together with the political 
identity of the generation, the totality of its 
ethnopolitical identity. 

The ethnopolitical identity of the gener-
ation is .a whole; it appears and functions as 
such in the reality of social life. To break it 
up into separate components, an ethnic and 
a political one is analytically productive, but 
one must never forget that the separation of 
subidentities is just an analytical tool and not 
a social reality. Keeping this in mind, let us 
now describe the present state of the ethnic 
subidentity20  of the generation, leaving its po-
litical subidentity aside as much as possible. 

3. Language 

Polish, Yiddish and Swedish are the languages 
used by the group today. When they came to 
Sweden, the members of this group were al-
ready relatively old. Despite intensive study, 
their command of Swedish is not as good as 
their command of Polish or Yiddish. 

The members of the group communicate 
with their neighbours in Swedish (though the 
intensity of such contacts is -low) and, before 
they reached the age of retirement, at work. 
Swedish is also used in contacts with Swedish 
authorities, in some limited spheres of daily life 
(shopping etc.), and even in the consumption  

of information and culture, mainly in the form 
of Swedish newspapers, books and TV. Their 
passive command of Swedish is generally quite 
good and much better than their active one. 

As some of their grandchildren speak only 
Swedish, part of the group uses this language 
also in contacts between generations within the 
framework of a larger family. 

Polish means not only the language of an 
active past. For a large majority of the group, 
Polish is still the main living language, used 
in communicating with one's children—most of 
the children do not speak Yiddish—in writing 
letters, speaking to friends, reading etc. Polish 
is thus still a language of interpersonal com-
munications, of thinking and of cultural con-
sumption. 

Yiddish is the language of youth, the lan-
guage used to communicate with parents (al-
most exclusively) and peers (alternating with 
Polish), the importance of which in the years 
from 1945 to 1969 was consciously played down 
in favour of Polish. As a rule, although there 
are exceptions, the members of the group did 
not teach or speak Yiddish to their children. 
Often neglected before ("we spoke Yiddish at 
home when we did not want our children to un-
derstand") or used in parallel with Polish, but 
only in certain situations and in contact with 
certain people ("One spoke Yiddish to people 
who worked in the Jewish sector or to those 
about whom one knew that they had nothing 
against speaking Yiddish, of course not in a 
coffee shop or in a restaurant... "), Yiddish has 
now become respectable again. In spite of the 
fact that there is a consciousness that Yiddish 
is a disappearing language ("When we die, no-
body will speak Yiddish anymore"), it is still 
used and there is a status and pride attached 
to using it. Yiddish is undergoing a revival and 
is being used (alternating with Polish) for com-
munication with wife or husband, with peers, 
in reading newspapers and books. Yiddish is 
also used as a lingua franca when abroad, for 
making contact with other Jews. 

To sum up: Polish and Yiddish are the 
living languages of the group, used for active 
communication and for consumption of infor-
mation and culture. Swedish is the language 
of secondary social contacts, of contacts with 
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authorities and of passive consumption of . in-
formation and culture. 

4. Self-identification and the content of 
subidentities 

How does the group identify itself? What is 
the content of its Jewish, Polish and Swedish 
subidentities? 

The language factor, together with the po-
litical and social history of the generation, cre-
ates the background to the question of self-
identification and indentity in which all the 
three subidentities exist, playing different roles. 
When asked direct questions about their self-
identification, the members of the group most 
often describe themselves as "Jews" and later 
as "Polish Jews in Sweden". They define the 
Jews as a nation and the Diaspora Jews as na-
tional minorities. In their daily life in Sweden, 
they feel that they are generally not perceived 
as Jews, but rather as belonging to the general 
category of  utlänningar  (foreigners). Abroad 
they generally present themselves as Swedes; 
to a fellow Jew, however, they would present 
themselves as Polish Jews from Sweden—a di-
rect reflection and proof of the sincerity of their 
basic self-identification. 

It must also be mentioned that within the 
generation there is also a small but distinct mi-
nority that plays down its Jewishness. This 
minority defines itself as "Poles of Jewish ori-
gin", a distinction that goes back to the end 
of the 19th century and the interwar period in 
Poland, when part of the assimilated Jewish 
intelligentsia fought for recognition as Poles,21  

and to the period after 1945 when this was the 
officially recognized definition of Polish Jews. 

Characteristically enough, most of those 
who identify themselves as Poles of Jewish ori-
gin have their roots in such assimilated fami-
lies. Another characteristic is that most have 
intermarried (which also many of the "Jews" or 
"Polish Jews in Sweden" have done). Whether 
such intermarriages are to be seen as the rea-
son for, or the result of, this identificational 
attitude is quite another question. 

Before proceeding with the analysis of the 
interaction between the subidentities, let us 
again underline the fact that in the group's 
spontaneous self-definition, the Jewish, Polish 
and Swedish elements are amalgamated into a 
unity, which in the perception of the generation 
adequately reflects the existential conditions of 
its life. 

The Swedishness of the group is primar-
ily perceived as citizen's rights and obligations 
towards the Swedish state, its society and its 
laws. Although there often is a feeling of not 
being able to influence the society and its poli-
tics ("... we are old and few, nobody takes any 
notice of us... "), there is a general apprecia-
tion of being able to live in Sweden's demo-
cratic society. 

However, the Swedishness of the group has 
little or no ethnic content in terms of customs 
and traditions, and commands little involve-
ment of feelings (except in questions of inter-
nal party politics and the international poli-
tics of the Swedish government). Moreover, the 
ethnic and cultural distinctiveness of Swedish 
society is perceived as limited, which is, per-
haps paradoxically, appreciated by the group 
("in fact, they [the ethnic Swedes -J.S.] have 
not many customs or traditions that they keep 
alive. If they would, maybe it would have been 
more difficult for us, for all the  utlänningar  
[foreigners - J.S. ] here"). 

The following remark sums up the con-
tent of the Swedishness of the group: "If I am 
Swedish? Yes, I am Swedish in the sense of 
citizenship. I am a Swedish citizen, and I ap-
preciate that. I pay taxes, I vote in elections, 
I am a loyal member of the society. But if 
you mean to ask if I dance around the pole at 
Midsummer—no, it would be ridiculous, it has 
no meaning to me." 

Thus, we can conclude that the Swedish 
subidentity, having no ethnic content to speak 
of, creates a civil framework for, and a stage 
upon which, the group's ethnicity can act. 

The Polishness of the generation is a much 
more complicated phenomenon. The active po-
litical and social past of the memebers of the 
group is in Poland—most of their recollections 
of work and leisure, worries and joys, successes 
and failures, are placed in the Polish past. As 
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mentioned before, Polish is still a living lan-
guage of the group, and Polish culture part of 
its heritage. 

But the Polishness of this group never ex-
isted alone—it always had to co-exist with its 
Jewishness. In the past, this combination of 
subidentities could be experienced by the group 
as more or less harmonious, but there always 
existed a psychological readiness or an expecta-
tion that the mixture could be perceived by the 
non-Jewish Poles as unacceptable. Those who 
opted for an exclusively Polish identity could 
do so only by minimizing or by hiding their 
Jewish past, otherwise they faced the risk of 
rejection. In Poland the group experienced an 
existential defeat when it was made the scape-
goat for the mistakes of others. It was stigma-
tized and then forced to leave the country. This 
existential defeat is understood as a final truth, 
as the moment when the life-long dreams and 
illusions of the generation were crushed and 
vanished. The defeat resulted in a slow re-
construction of the values, attitudes and iden-
tity of the generation—but it still causes great 
pain. When asked if they still regard them-
selves as Poles, or as Poles in exile, a great 
majority answer that they do not. However, it 
is important to note that this rejection of Pol-
ish self-definition, is almost always connected 
to, and motivated by, an earlier rejection of 
the group's Polish identificational aspirations. 
"I was a Pole, a Polish Jew. It took me a long 
time to realize that I was not wanted there. To-
day, I am not a Pole any longer and I do not 
want to be one. They did not want us, and 
now we do not want them". This is confirmed 
by the fact that the majority of the group does 
not seek and has little contact with the non-
Jewish Poles in Sweden. 

However, despite declarations to the con-
trary, in the course of the interviews it soon 
became clear that a Polish subidentity still ex-
ists; it exists, though, as an open wound, and 
as a source of pain at having been rejected, 
which is still not fully accepted. 

The Jewishness of the group is generally 
described in terms of being members of the 
Jewish nation, (in the Diaspora: of being mem-
bers of a Jewish national minority), of sharing 
the same Jewish fate, of Jewish interdepen- 

dence, of looking at the world through one's 
"Jewish eyes". The Jewishness of the gener-
ation is not understood in terms of religion—
most of the members of the group are still more 
or less radically anti-religious, and have a ma-
terialistic view of the world. Judaism, however, 
is perceived not only as a religion, which the 
group rejects, but also as a collective memory, 
a description of Jewish history and as ethical 
postulates of the Jewish People. In this re-
spect, Judaism is held in esteem and its con-
tribution to the ethics of western civilization is 
regarded with special pride. 

To summarize: the generally held self-i-
dentification of the group, "Polish Jews in Swe-
den", consists of three parts: Swedish, Polish 
and Jewish. 

The Swedish subidentity is perceived in 
the categories of citizen's rights and duties and 
other legal framework. 

The Polish subidentity is defined as the 
group's past in which most of its active life took 
place and in which a substantial part of the 
core of being, thinking and communicating was 
formed. The Polish subidentity is still active, 
although with diminished strength. 

The Jewish subidentity, with the group's 
conviction of participating in the same fate and 
of being interdependent, occupies a special po-
sition, but more about this later. 

5. The interrelatedness of subidentities 

Bearing in mind what has been said, let us ex-
amine the interrelatedness between the Jewish, 
Polish and Swedish subidentities. In what way 
are they related and how do they influence each 
other? Do they overlap? Are they consonant 
or competitive? What is their attractiveness? 
Which one is central? 

Let us start by analyzing the interrelated-
ness of the Swedish subidentity on one hand, 
and the Jewish and Polish subidentities on the 
other. In view of the group, the Swedish and 
the Jewish/Polish subidentities are not inter-
related. Since Swedishness mainly means a le-
gal framework and a citizen's rights and du- 
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ties, without the deeper emotional connota-
tions of custom and tradition, and since Jew-
ishness/Polishnesss creates the core of ethnic-
ity (the language of intimate communication 
and thinking, the relatedness to one's personal 
and the whole group's active history, traditions 
and customs, values and attitudes), there is no 
overlap. There is no connection between feel-
ing Swedish or Jewish/Polish. Instead, there 
are clear boundaries between these identities: 
"I am from Poland, I lived there, I worked 
there, I spoke Polish to my children, I was a 
Pole. And I was a Jew too. My whole fam-
ily died in the Holocaust. The whole Jewish 
history is in. me. Now I am a Swede, pay the 
taxes, obey the law. This has nothing in com-
mon. To be a Swedish citizen is one thing and 
to be a Jew or a Pole another". 

These two pairs of subidentities are nei-
ther consonant nor dissonant—feeling more 
Swedish does not imply feeling more or less 
Jewish/Polish. The subidentities are not com-
petitive—they create separate, but non-con-
flicting compartments in the lives of the mem-
bers of the group. 

This relationship, or the lack of it, is per-
ceived as a desirable characteristic of a mul-
tiethnic society: "Today in Sweden one can be 
Iranian, Finnish or Jewish. It does not matter, 
as long as one is a good citizen. I think that it 
is very good". (However, there is an awareness 
of the theoretical possibility of conflict between 
the subidentities. One respondent said: "Sup-
pose that Sweden would become virulently anti-
Israeli. Or suppose that Sweden would support 
anti-Semitism somewhere... Then there would 
be a problem.. . If something like that would oc-
cur, one would be ashamed to admit that one 
is from Sweden"). 

The relationship between the Jewish and 
the Polish subidentity is much more compli-
cated. The generation's Jewishness and Pol-
ishness are much more ethnic; they both have 
to do with language, internalized history, tra-
dition, custom, values and attitudes. They are 
interrelated, and apparently in a painful way. 

In the past, the generation opted for an 
identity with a strong Polish component: a 
majority for a Polish-Jewish, a minority for an 
exclusively Polish. Neither of these identifica- 

tional aspirations was accepted, and the group 
left Poland feeling a sense of existential defeat. 
One of the results of this situation is the deeply 
felt conviction of a lifelong self-deception: "We 
cheated ourselves our whole lives. We were 
never wanted". 

After the initial chaos of identification dur-
ing the first years in Sweden, a new balance 
of subidentities had to be established. The 
vacuum created by the lessening of the Pol-
ish subidentity was filled with a growing Jew-
ish subidentity. The group today is much more 
Jewish than it was in Poland and it is conscious 
of this change. 

Here it is interesting to note that this opin-
ion was mostly voiced when the respondents 
were asked about other Jews from Poland, their 
colleagues and friends ("In Poland many pre-
tended that they were not Jewish, but today 
they are not afraid to be Jewish. Almost all 
have now returned to their Jewishness"), main-
taining simultaneously that they are now as 
Jewish as they were before. These two differ-
ent statements are only seemingly contradic-
tory; together they prove the increased attrac-
tiveness of being Jewish, which here expresses 
itself in showing one's identificational steadi-
ness as compared to others'. 

Today there is a clear conflict in the choice 
of identifying oneself as Jewish or Polish. The 
Jewish and the Polish subidentities are, how-
ever, not separate compartments with clear 
boundaries between them. Although the subi-
dentities are seen as dissonant—the more Pol-
ish you are, the less Jewish you are, and vice 
versa—they are apparently interwoven. They 
appear as a mixture, as a oneness. But where 
they were once seen as complementary, they 
are now perceived as competing. 

As already mentioned, beneath the surface 
of conscious self-identification, there is the ap-
parent pain of having been rejected. The group 
has chosen to play down its Polish subidentity. 
However, even if unwanted, it is still there, and 
plays its painful game of balance with the Jew-
ish side. Sometimes, this is clearly understood 
and verbalized: "One should not cheat oneself. 
Even if I wanted to, I cannot erase the Pol-
ishness in me. It might be different with our 
children, but with us... We can not change". 
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The subgroup "Poles of Jewish origin" de-
clares a non-conflicting wholeness to their Pol-
ishness and Jewishness; they regard themselves 
primarily as Poles and play down their Jewish-
ness, which is said to be limited to a more or 
less accidental fact of birth. This voice, how-
ever interesting, is in no way representative for 
the group as such. 

6. Swedish/Jewish/Polish; importance 
and attractivenes 

In what way and to what extent is being Swed-
ish/Jewish/Polish important in the lives of the 
members of the group? The importance of 
subidentity relates here to its centrality and 
its potential influence of the different spheres 
of life of the group's members. 

In view of the group, the fact of its Jew-
ishness has played, and continues to play, a 
decisive role in its life. From childhood's Jew-
ish socialization and the first encounters with 
anti-Semitism, through the Holocaust and the 
exodus from Poland, the history of the group 
is seen as determined by the fact of its Jewish-
ness. Being Jewish has been of central impor-
tance for and has had a decisive impact on the 
life of the members of the group. Today, there 
is a deep awareness that their fate was, and is, 
closely connected to the fate of the whole of the 
Jewish people. This awareness expresses itself 
in, and influences, the group's time perspective 
and its feeling of interdependence. 

As for the Polish subidentity, it is under-
stood as belonging to the past of the mem-
bers of the group. It is also now understood 
that even in the past, being Polish objectively 
played a less important role than being Jew-
ish, as the subsequent events that led up to 
the defeat of the Polish identificational aspira-
tions of the group were to show: "Yes, for a 
long time we thought that we were as good Pol-
ish as all the others. But at the end they proved 
to us that we were wrong". Today, there is an 
awareness of never having been fully accepted 
as Poles, and, consequently, that the group's 
own past perception as Poles should now be  

regarded either as an attempt that failed or as 
self-deception. 

Today, being Polish does not play any in-
dependent role in the identity of the group. 
The Polishness of the members of the group is 
a closer specification of what their Jewishness 
is like. Even those belonging to the previously 
mentioned subgroup "Poles of Jewish origin" 
are less expressive when speaking of the im-
portance of Polishness in their lives. Even they 
tried to run from the stigma of being Jewish, 
and the possibility of stigmatization seems to 
have played the most important role in their 
lives. 

As described before, being Swedish is per-
ceived as the citizen's rights, obligations and 
behaviour according to the civil rules of Swed-
ish society. So understood, there is an ex-
pressed awareness of the fact that the fate of 
the members of the generation is now connect-
ed to the fate of the other Swedish compatri-
ots, mostly in terms of international politics 
and economy. 

Being Swedish plays an independent role 
in the identity of the generation, but as it is 
limited to less central regions of its intimate 
life, being more a framework for ethnicity than 
ethnicity itself, it has less importance that the 
Jewish subidentity. Thus, the Jewish subiden-
tity of the group is the most central one. 

To be Swedish/Jewishslash Polish; each of 
the three subidentities can be attractive or re-
pulsive—or in other words: the valence of each 
subidentity can be positive or negative in vary-
ing degrees. 

Being Swedish is held in high esteem by 
the group. "It is a good country, very good. 
There are shortcomings, but on the whole it is 
very good. We should have come here when we 
were young", or "when one is abroad, it feels 
good to say that one is from Sweden" are typ-
ical remarks. (It is worth noticing that mem-
bers of the group spontaneously speak of them-
selves as being from Sweden, rather than be-
ing Swedish. It might be interpreted as an 
expression of their uncertainty as to whether 
their version of being Swedish will or will not 
be accepted). But the attractiveness of being 
Swedish has a non-ethnic content and is limited 
to the sphere of the civil society. Swedish eth- 
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nicity as such holds no attraction for the group. 
The members know little about it, deem it as 
out of date, and are quite indifferent towards 
it: "Swedish customs and traditions? Certainly 
they exist. They originate from the Swedish 
countryside and now, when most of the popu-
lation lives in the cities, they have no material 
base and are dying out. Take for instance Mid-
summer. It is an old, pagan festival. Anyway, 
can you imagine an old Jew as a Viking?" Even 
those who chose Sweden as the country where 
they would like to be born, if they could be 
born again, did so because of the non-ethnic 
qualities of Swedish society. 

Apparently the attractiveness of being 
Swedish lies not in its ethnic content but in 
its civil qualities. Swedishness is appreciated 
as a vessel in which ethnicity can be kept in a 
non-conflicting way. 

The question of the relative attractiveness 
of the group's ethnic subidentities with ethnic 
content, is a choice between the Polish and the 
Jewish subidentity on one hand, and a willing-
ness to accept being what one knows one is on 
the other. 

The first part of this question is much eas-
ier to answer than the second. Today, being 
Polish is rejected because it conflicts with be-
ing Jewish, an evident result of the earlier fail-
ure of the group's claim for Polish identity. Be-
ing Jewish is now highly desirable. Given the 
chance of being born again, the members of the 
group would choose to be born Jewish and—to 
a smaller extent—preferably in Israel. 

But this postulated modern model of an 
attractive Jewishness is not the group's real 
situation. The social reality of the members of 
the group is to be Jews in the Diaspora and to 
have been confronted with anti-Semitism for 
most of their lives. In fact, what the mem-
bers of the group do and are today, is to a 
large extent the result of this continuous con-
frontation. Whether being Jewish is attractive 
despite anti-Semitism, or on the contrary, be-
cause of the painful experience of having been 
subjected to it, is not clear. "It is not easy 
to be a Jew. It never was. It is much easier 
to be anything else, a Pole, a Russian, I do 
not know what. Anybody's life is easier than 
a Jew's. But anyhow, despite all, I would not  

change". 
The picture presented here becomes even 

more complicated when the subjects of pre-
serving Jewish identity and the threats to the 
welfare and security of their grandchildren are 
discussed. The group declares emphatically 
that it wants its grandchildren to remain Jew-
ish and actively to identify themselves as such 
(this, despite the fact that the possibility of in-
termarriage is not seen as something that mat-
ters much and that they would not want their 
grandchildren to become religious Jews). But 
the emergence of a strident anti-Semitism is 
seen as a matter that might endanger the well-
being of the grandchildren anywhere in the Di-
aspora, and the terrorism which has Jews as its 
target is regarded as a serious threat to their 
future security. There is no solution to this 
dilemma: "Of course I would like my grand-
children to feel Jewish—I would like that very 
much. But it would be much easier for them if 
they did not, they could avoid so many dangers. 
I would not like them to suffer as we did. This 
is a problem, a big problem". This dilemma 
shows a continuing tragic dimension to Jewish 
existence today. 

Two additional features are of interest. 
Within the group, there is a subgroup which 
rejects Israel as the place it would like to have 
been born in. This is connected to this sub-
group's view on the state of Israel as politically 
reactionary, "allied with the imperialist camp 
against the forces of peace". 

Another interesting feature is that the 
members of the subgroup "Poles of Jewish ori-
gin" declare that it does not matter if they were 
born Jewish again or not. In detailed discus-
sion of such statements, however, it becomes 
clear that the attractiveness of Jewishness is 
negative to them and that its salience (their 
awareness of being Jewish) is high. They see 
their Jewishness through the eyes of non-Jews 
and try to adapt it to their supposed demands: 
"I think that one should not brag of one's Jew-
ishness. There are those who were like that in 
Poland and they are still like that now. Why 
attract so much attention? One has to adapt 
oneself, does one not?". 

Even if not explicit, a desire not to be 
what one knows one is perceived as, can be 
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felt here. This situation is one of marginality 
and is likely to continue to produce tensions 
related to identity for this subgroup. 

With all these complications and limita-
tions, there is an overall picture in which being 
Swedish is attractive as a civil status and being 
Jewish is attractive for its ethnic content. 

The Polish subidentity exists interwoven 
with the Jewish one. Now diminished, it seems 
to perform two important, separate functions—
as a sensitive point of comparison between the 
attractivenesses of past identificational aspira-
tions and the present balance of subidentities, 
and as a closer description of the kind of Jew-
ishness represented by the group. 

7. Marking-off and alignment 

From whom does the group mark itself off? To 
what extent, on what ground and with whom 
does it see itself aligned? 

In general, minorities tend to be conscious 
of the majorities from which they are marked-
off. In this case, however, the members of 
the group, strongly rejected direct attempts 
to find out their definition of the marking-off 
group. Having lived most of their lives un-
der the banner of internationalism, and having 
experienced anti-Semitism, they automatically 
reject questions that sound as if they stress di-
visions and separateness, but are positive to 
questions which emphasize what unites groups 
and nations. 

On the other hand, however, the inter-
views clearly indicate the group's awareness of 
having been marked-off and of marking "back". 
This seemingly inconsistent behaviour must be 
explained by the fact that the group still re-
tains some of its former internationalistic pos-
tulates. As one respondent said: "To have suf-
fered from anti-Semitism does not mean that 
one has to become a racist oneself". When di-
rect questions about marking-off are replaced 
by more indirect ones, from under the surface 
there appears an awareness of a separate par-
ticularity in the group's Jewishness, in which 
the element of being marked-off and its reverse,  

of marking "back", is discernible. 
The marked-off groups vary according to 

different contexts. When relating to different 
events in Jewish history, especially the tragic 
ones, the marked-off group is defined as "non-
Jews" or, less often, as "Catholics". The closer 
to the present, the more precisely the marked-
off groups are defined. In the context of the 
Holocaust, the main marked-off group consists 
of Germans (but even Ukrainians and Poles are 
mentioned). In the context of the group's for-
mer active life, the marked-off group is defined 
as "Poles". 

In the context of the present life of the 
group, however, the picture is ambiguous; in 
some cases "non-Jews" are mentioned, in some 
others, "Swedes" (meaning ethnic Swedes), in 
yet others "Muslims". Apparently, the mark-
ed-off groups of the present are located in dif-
ferent dimensions of the group's perception of 
reality. The "Poles" are mentioned in relation 
to the group's Polish past as perceived now, 
the "Swedes" in the context of Sweden's mul-
tiethnic society, the "non-Jews" in relation to 
Jewish fate, "Muslims" in relation to the Mid-
dle East conflict and to the perceived danger 
of terrorism. 

On the whole, the fact of not feeling the 
need or not being able to pinpoint one cur-
rent distinctive opposing group, might be in-
terpreted in two ways; either as a proof of the 
fact that the group perceives its reality very 
differently on different dimensions, or, that it 
does not perceive itself as confronting any dras-
tically opposing radical danger to the founda-
tions of its existence. 

As already mentioned, the group regards 
itself as Jews and as a part of the Jewish na-
tion. What is the nature of this state of belong-
ing? Is it based on a perception of similarities 
or on interdependence? 

There is an awareness of the similarities 
between Jews. These similarities are located 
in the field of history and tradition. 

But dissimilarities are also clearly perceiv-
ed, such as those existing between the reli-
gious and non-religious, between the Yiddish 
speaking and non-Yiddish Hebrew speaking, 
between Ashkenazim (the descendants of the 
Jews who in the early Middle Ages settled in 
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Central Europe) and Sephardim (descendants 
of the Jews of Spain and the Orient). No spe-
cial similarities are perceived in the field of 
physical or racial attributes. Thus, if only sim-
ilarities constituted the common basis, they 
would not be sufficient. 

Alignment, the "community", is first and 
foremost based on interdependence. The feel-
ing of interdependence is very strong. Here, it 
was measured by questions as to whether, in 
what way and to what extent the members of 
the group feel that their fate is tied to the fate 
of the Jewish people. 

The members of the group state explic-
itly that they are very much aware of such 
an interdependence. There is high sensitivity 
about the positive and negative attitudes of 
the non-Jews towards the Jewish minorities in 
their respective countries. Pride is felt when 
a Jew is awarded the Nobel Prize or when the 
Ethiopian Jews were brought to Israel. Anti-
Jewish persecutions anywhere in the world re-
sult in a feeling of solidarity with those perse-
cuted. Insults and praise, threats and safety, 
low or high prestige of Jewish groups or in-
dividuals elsewhere, are felt to be of concern 
to the individual members of the group. The 
sense of interdependence is distinct. 

A similar picture appears when the inter-
relatedness between the Jewish communities 
in the Diaspora and the state of Israel is dis-
cussed. If Israel's prestige decreases in the eyes 
of the world, it is seen as negatively affecting 
the prestige of the Jews outside Israel. It is 
felt that it is Israel's obligation to come to the 
rescue of persecuted Jews, and, to a lesser de-
gree, that the Jewish minorities in the Dias-
pora should show solidarity with Israel. 

However, there is also a distinct subgroup 
which is of the opinion that the Jewish com-
munities in the Diaspora should not always be 
ready to express solidarity with Israel. The 
reason for this is two-fold. The world's percep-
tion of the Jews in the Diaspora as always tak-
ing Israel's side is seen as a potential source of 
anti-Jewish feelings. Also, as previously men-
tioned, the state of Israel is defined by some 
as the tool of imperialism in the Middle East 
and, as such, it does not deserve any support. 
These views are typical of the subgroup "Poles  

of Jewish origin" and of the hard core of those 
still faithful to the communist ideas of their 
youth. The feeling of interdependence with_ Is-
rael of these subgroups is much less than the 
majority's; the same is also the case with their 
feeling of interdependence with other Jews in 
the Diaspora. The most interesting observa-
tion about these subgroups is that, in their 
view, the non-Jewish world perceives the Jews 
in the Diaspora and Israel as mutually inter-
dependent, and—to a lesser degree—Israel as 
central to the Diaspora. This is recognized but 
regretted as being wrong and dangerous. 

According to the majority, Israel's central 
position in relation to world Jewry is to be 
understood as a spiritual and a cultural one. 
Critical opinions are often voiced regarding the 
gap between what Israel should be—a spiritual 
center and a moral example—and what it is, as 
comments on different financial-political scan-
dals and social problems in Israel indicate. The 
general opinion is, however, that given peace, 
Israel will be able to develop all its potential 
and meet the high moral and social expecta-
tions of this group. 

Israel is also seen as a defender of, and po-
tential refuge for, oppressed Jewish minorities, 
which in itself also constitutes an additional 
source of pride: "Do you remember Entebbe? 
And what would you say about Falashas [the 
Jews of Ethiopia - J.S.] ? Now the situation 
is completely different. The times when they 
could do to the Jews whatever they wanted and 
nobody cared, these times are over." 

Thus, the overall picture of alignment is 
that it is not based on a perception of similari-
ties, but on a sense of interdependence. In the 
situation of mutual interdependence, Israel is 
seen as a shield against anti-Semitism and as a 
defender of persecuted Jews, but also as depen-
dent on solidarity from the Jews in Diaspora. 
Without going into an analysis of the develop-
ment of the group's view on Zionism and Israel 
during its whole history, I would like to stress 
that this part of its world view is one in which 
the most radical changes have taken place. 
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S. Historical perspective 

In the long history of the Jewish people there 
are many chapters and subchapters. The ques-
tion of whether or not to apply a time per-
spective and to see oneself against the back-
ground of the total Jewish history or its parts, 
is central to Jewish identity. Does the group 
see itself on the continuum of Jewish history 
or as not being connected to its past and fu-
ture? And, if it does, is its time perspective 
oriented towards a Jewish past, present or fu-
ture? Which segments of Jewish history are 
seen as a source of pride or shame? To what ex-
tent and in what way are Jewish past, present 
and future seen as interrelated? Are there any 
specifically Jewish goals that the group strives 
to attain; and if there are—are they attain-
able? 

The group of former Jewish communists 
from Poland clearly sees itself in the perspec-
tive of both Jewish and general history. Firstly, 
the group perceives itself as a subgroup of Pol-
ish Jewry in the period between the World 
Wars. The members of the group see their own 
emancipation programme as born out of the 
general conditions of Polish Jewry of that pe-
riod (as well as of the situation and problems 
of a society divided by class conflicts) and as 
being parallel to Bundism and Zionism, two 
other programmes aiming at Jewish emancipa-
tion. The goal shared by Bundists and this 
group was a socialist, classless society. The 
differences between those two programmes are 
today perceived as relating to methods (revolu-
tion or reform), but also as one between Jew-
ish particularism  (Bund)  and total universal-
ism (the communists). 

The group recalls that it was most hostile 
towards the Zionist programme. As opposed 
to their own, which aimed at emancipation of 
the Jews along with the whole of humanity, 
the Zionist programme was perceived as nar-
rowly nationalistic, bourgeois oriented and re-
actionary. 

It is characteristic that -today, with the 
benefit of hindsight and without a belief in the 
communist vision, the prevailing view is that 
the Zionist alternative was the only realistic 
and the "right" one. 

But even here, there is a distinct subgroup 
which still rejects Zionism as reactionary and 
nationalistic. In its opinion the communist vi-
sion was, and still is, right; only it has been 
implemented in a wrong way. The evaluation 
of the reasons for its failure and the prescrip-
tions for how the vision still could be better put 
into practice, however fascinating, are beyond 
the scope of this article. 

The group sees itself also on a longer time 
continuum of Jewish history. Describing their 
own life career's, the members of the group 
refer spontaneously to general Jewish history. 
The history seems to start with the destruction 
of the Second Temple. From there, there seems 
to be a jump to Jewish history of the Middle 
Ages and on, with stress put on the persecu-
tions of Jews. The most important events are 
seen in the persecutions and expulsions during 
the times of Crusades, in the expulsion of Jews 
from Spain and in the Chmielnicki uprising in 
Ukraine (when over 100,000 Jews were killed). 
The next jump forward in time, leads directly 
to the end of Poland's partition and to the sit-
uation of Polish Jewry between the wars. 

The approach to the past is selective. In 
the group's memory, the tragic events in Jew-
ish history and the history of Jews in Europe 
are emphasized. The peaceful chapters in Jew-
ish history (with the exception of the "Golden 
Period" in Spain before the expulsion), as well 
as Jewish history outside Europe, are not spon-
taneously recalled by the group as part of its 
past oriented section of time perspective. 

No specific events in the past are defined 
as particular sources of pride or shame. Some 
pride is taken in the general picture of hard-
ship and endurance. Here, it is interesting to 
note that many respondents refuse to discuss 
past events in Jewish history in terms of pride, 
because this would be a nationalistic approach 
which they disapprove of. 

Alongside the prevailing opinion that the 
life-long devotion of the group to the commu-
nist idea was a tragic mistake, there is a view 
that this devotion is not to be regarded as a 
source of shame. However, sometimes when 
they describe particular events in their lives, 
members of the group often admit to feelings 
of personal shame for what they have or have 
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not done. 
Among those still faithful to the commu-

nist idea, their devotion to the vision consti-
tutes in itself a source of pride. 

The "Poles of Jewish origin" declare them-
selves more or less indifferent to past events in 
Jewish history. 

The Holocaust occupies a special position 
in the time perspective of the group. The mem-
bers of the group survived the war in the Soviet 
Union. When the German armies approached, 
they fled eastward, some directly from Polish 
prisons. They left behind most of their families 
and friends. When they returned to Poland af-
ter the end of the war, they found almost none 
of their relatives and friends alive. The realiza-
tion of this was a traumatic experience. ("[In 
the train—J.S.] I asked a nice, young man, tell 
me, there are no Jews at the stations, what 
does it mean, where are all the Jews? And he 
told me, there are no Jews any longer, did you 
not know? I could not comprehend it, I refused, 
it was ridiculous, Poland without Jews? It can 
not be possible") This was the end of Polish 
Jewry, at least as it was before. 

After the initial shock, the group came to 
regard the Holocaust as a product of National 
Socialism, perceived as the most extreme cre-
ation of the capitalist society. 

In this way, the shocking news of the ex-
termination of six million Jews generated two 
reactions. One was an even stronger devo-
tion to the communist vision ("It showed and 
proved what capitalism is capable of") and to 
the communist regime ("In the Polish country-
side after the war, the Jews who returned, com-
munists and common Jews, were in constant 
danger of being killed. And many were killed. 
The Party and the Organy [police and mili-
tary -J.S.] were the only shield for the Jews"). 
Another reaction was that many started con-
sciously to strive to escape from the stigma of 
being Jewish ("We wanted to spare our chil-
dren this"). 

Among the members of the group, there is 
now the prevailing opinion that all Jews, and 
especially the European Jews, should regard 
themselves as Holocaust survivors. (This kind 
of collective identification has many parallels in 
Jewish tradition; e.g. when celebrating Pesach,  

the exodus of the Jews from Egyptian bondage, 
it is required that every Jew regard himself as 
personally participating in the Exodus.) 

Asked about the lessons of the Holocaust, 
the group expresses two, indirectly contradic-
tory opinions. One is that the lesson of the 
Holocaust and of continuing anti-Semitism ev-
idences that a strong Israel is needed as a de-
fense against a re-occurrence of the Holocaust. 
According to another view, the lesson is that 
Jews in the Diaspora have a moral duty to 
show solidarity with Israel because the danger 
of a repeated Holocaust does not exist in the 
Diaspora today—but in Israel, should it lose 
a final war. These two opinions are intensely 
felt; in this contradiction the continuing tragic 
aspect of Jewish existence shows itself again. 

The members' view of the future contains 
an intense wish for peace in Europe in general, 
and in Scandinavia in particular (although the 
opinions vary very much regarding the best 
means of preventing war), and to keep Dias-
pora Jewry safe from the dangers of anti-Se-
mitism and of anti-Jewish terrorism. It also 
includes the state of Israel, conceived as a spir-
itual center for the Jewish people, and as a 
refuge for persecuted Jews. 

There is little hope for a lasting peace in 
the Middle East. The existence of Israel is not 
taken for granted—those who fear the possibil-
ity of a new Holocaust in Israel, should it lose a 
final war, hope very much, but are not certain, 
that Israel will prolong its existence beyond the 
year 2000. 

There is no distinct wish that the children 
or the grandchildren of this group should settle 
in Israel, but this is regarded as a possibility. 

For those still faithful to the communist 
vision, their view of the future is much longer; 
it even involves an evolution of the commu-
nist system towards the ideals of the vision. 
This is regarded as both possible and proba-
ble. In this view, the future of the Jews, to-
gether with all the other nations, is bound to 
this end. This subgroup even voices hopes for 
a change in Israel's policy, which will move it 
closer to the Soviet bloc and away from the 
"imperialist forces". This is also presented as 
a necessary precondition for securing Israel's 
future existence. 
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As previously mentioned, the members of 
the group want their grandchildren to preserve 
their Jewish identity. How it should be done, 
however, is less clear. Apparently contrary to 
their expressed wish, the members of the group 
are very liberal with respect to their grand-
children's choice to assimilate or to intermarry. 
Such choices are considered to be open to every 
individual and as such, they should be made 
without interference from others. 

On the whole, the time perspective of the 
group seems to be well balanced, especially 
when the inclination of old people to look back 
rather than forward is taken into account. The 
group sees the past as leading to the present. 
There are more doubts and questions, however, 
regarding the way from the present into the fu-
ture. A secure Jewish future can be described, 
but it is not taken for granted; it is built on 
hopes and surrounded by question marks and 
fears. 

9. The shadow of anti-Semitism 

The consciousness of anti-Semitism plays a cen-
tral role in the group's Jewish identity. As 
previously mentioned, there is a strong feel-
ing among the members of the group of having 
been stigmatized almost throughout their en-
tire lives. Now, in Sweden, the group sees itself 
as freer from the shadow of anti-Semitism than 
ever before (even if some anti-Semitism is per-
ceived as existing in Sweden, too). If they feel 
they are being marked-off now, it is most often 
as foreigners and not as Jews. 

With the memories of having been singled 
out in the past, this new situation is a relief. 
But even in Sweden, violent anti-Semitism is 
seen as a possibility, should the economic and 
political situation worsen sufficiently. 

There is an awareness of different degrees 
of anti-Semitism among the nations. But when 
asked to evaluate different nations with respect 
to their anti-Semitism, many refuse to answer; 
answers to such questions can be best obtained 
through indirect questions. It is much easier, 
however, to receive answers to questions about  

which nations are least anti-Semitic. This gen-
eral attitude should probably be seen as an-
other effect of the group's non-discriminatory, 
internationalistic outlook. 

The fear of being stigmatized is apparent 
when the question of self-presentation is dis-
cussed. When abroad, a member of the group 
generally prefers to present himself (or herself) 
as a Swede, rather than as a Jew, or as a Jew 
from Sweden. Meeting a sympathetic non-Jew 
in Sweden who does not know that he is Jewish, 
he would correct the mistake and admit that he 
is Jewish—but with a non-sympathetic Gen-
tile the mistaken identity would maybe not be 
corrected. The fear of meeting a negative reac-
tion when presenting oneself as a Jew is strong. 
This is emphasized by the satisfied comments 
on the reactions of certain non-Jewish Swedes, 
who gave a very positive response after having 
learned that the respondents were no anony-
mous foreigners but Jews from Poland. This is 
remembered, apparently because there was no 
certainty that such a reaction would actually 
occur. 

One does not go around announcing one's 
Jewishness; a certain familiarity and closeness 
are required before such a presentation can be 
made with ease. In certain conflict situations, 
however, when pressed against, a member of 
the group might use his Jewishness as a shield 
against an hostile attitude towards all foreign-
ers and as a weapon to strike back. Referring to 
such a situation during a lunch break at work, 
one respondent said: "And then I told him that 
I am a Jew, that most of my family was killed 
by the Nazis, that I had to leave Poland be-
cause of anti-Semitism, and then I asked him; 
do you understand now? Do you understand 
what such things can lead to?" 

But what is the cause of anti-Semitism? 
In explaining anti-Semitism, the group links 
certain characteristics of the non-Jewish soci-
eties to the situation of the Jews as a minor-
ity. Among the most often mentioned external 
factors are the need for scapegoats and tradi-
tional religious anti-Semitism. When the mem-
bers of the group analyse the internal causes 
of anti-Semitism, they describe the situation 
of the Jews as a minority in terms of a de-
sire to preserve their Jewishness, coupled with 
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the impossibility of being accepted even if they 
try to assimilate. The analysis is often en-
riched by Marxist terms and analytical con-
cepts. Violent outbursts of anti-Semitism are 
thought to be connected to changing economic 
conditions and to the existence of a class so-
ciety. Anti-Semitism is often explained as the 
capitalist way to divert the attention of the 
working classes from the real problems of soci-
eties, as "false consciousness" or as "socialism 
of the fools"—explanations picked up from the 
ideological arsenal the generation is well ac-
quainted with. 

In contrast to this, there even is a sub-
group which attributes the cause of anti-Semi-
tism to different attributes that are perceived 
as characteristics of the Jews. "If you could see 
all those Jews, high voiced, clothed in a com-
pletely different way to all the others, hardly 
speaking any Polish, refusing to take normal 
jobs and leave their small shops. It is not so 
strange that Jews were not very much liked"—
said one respondent, describing the Jewish sec-
tion of his home town in his youth. 

In this view, the Jews themselves are the 
main reason for the hatred of Jews. This sub-
group is small; it is a subsection of the group 
of "Poles of Jewish origin". 

Will anti-Semitism ever disappear? With 
reference to this question, a massive pessimism 
prevails. In some countries, those of Scandi-
navia, Holland or USA, anti-Semitism is re-
garded by the members of the group as control-
lable and kept within relatively narrow limits. 
Even in these countries, however, it is not ex-
pected to disappear completely. In most coun-
tries it is even worse; anti-Semitism is seen as 
a dark cloud, which sometimes changes into 
a storm. Muslim fundamentalism in the non-
Western world is seen as a growing danger to 
Israel and possibly even to the Jews outside 
Israel. 

There is a general belief that attitudes to-
wards Israel and its secure existence are a test 
of whether or not a state or a person is anti-
Semitic. Anti-Semitism is perceived as a weap-
on; it might be used again by the extreme right 
or left. The group does not exclude the possi-
bility that a violent outburst of anti-Semitism, 
which could be a threat to the safety of Jews,  

could occur anywhere. 
This seems to lead to three separate con-

clusions. Firstly, the existence of Israel as a 
defender and a refuge for persecuted Jews is 
a necessity for the Jewish people as a whole 
(despite the fact, already mentioned, that a 
part of the group considers Israel as the place 
where a new Holocaust can happen, should Is-
rael loose a decisive war). Secondly, Jewry in 
the Diaspora should be on its guard, always 
watching for signs of danger and ready to re-
act. Thirdly, the children and grandchildren of 
the group should be able to choose their iden-
tity for themselves, this, despite the fact that 
the members of the group would like them to 
preserve their Jewish identity. 

The only real optimists are those who still 
are faithful to the communist vision. They be-
lieve that anti-Semitism and all other forms of 
racism will indeed disappear. This will perhaps 
not happen for a long time yet; but if and when 
a true classless communist society is a reality, 
all forms of human oppression will disappear. 

10. Concluding remarks 

The present state of ethnic identity of the group 
of former Jewish communists of Poland is an 
outcome of the group's history. Through re-
peated processes of crystallization, adjustment 
and transformation, their identity developed in 
close connection with the political events and 
ideological changes in Central Eastern Europe 
and within the communist movement. To the 
burden of anti-Semitism and the lack of social 
justice, they saw a solution in a Messianic vi-
sion of a communist society without class or 
national oppression. They pursued the Millen-
nium, a strategy of total emancipation. This 
vision guided most of their public and private 
actions—and it ended in a total existential de-
feat. 

Ethnically, before the exodus from Poland, 
they opted for a Polish identity, either exclu-
sively or as a complement to their Jewishness. 
After the existential defeat of the generation 
and the forced exodus from Poland to Swe- 
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den, a new, Swedish subidentity began to grow 
and interact with the Polish and Jewish ones; 
in this interplay, a reshaped totality of ethnic 
identity has developed. 

The present content of the subidentities, 
their interrelatedness, and the balance between 
them, is peculiar and yet not surprising. While 
the Jewish subidentity is the central core of the 
very being of the group and a key that is seen 
to have determined its whole life career, the 
Polish and the Swedish subidentities seem to 
perform different functions. 

The Polish subidentity has lost its previ-
ously independent position. Now it functions 
as a closer specification of the Jewishness, as 
represented by the group, and as a sensitive 
point of comparison between the attractive-
ness of the past identificational options and the 
present balance of subidentities. 

The Swedish subidentity creates a civil 
framework of citizen's rights and duties and a 
stage upon which the group's Polish- Jewish 
ethnicity can act. 

The group's own experience of stigmati-
zation, the Holocaust and the perception of 
present threats to Jewish existence, has rein-
forced its sense of ethnic community. It is 
based on a perception of interdependence, in-
terrelatedness and mutual responsibility, and 
strongly influences the group's historical time 
perspective. 

Identity is not a state, but a continuous 
process. Although the group is now at the end 
of the road, the story of shaping and reshap-
ing identity continues through their children,22  

now in their thirties and forties, and through 
their grandchildren, born in Sweden, to whom 
the group passes on its experience. 

***********  

Long before a theoretical concept of identity 
was born, there was a Yiddish saying: "Shfer  
zu  zay a Yid" (it is difficult to be a Jew). 
Self-irony and black humour has always been a 
trademark of Yiddish, and so, a little later, this 
saying was completed with the words: "ober 
sy's a machaye!" (- but it's a joy!). Let this 
saying close this paper. 
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Banas,  J.,  The Scapegoats, London 1979; 
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Eastern Europe, New York 1971; 
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1984; 
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edge. London 1952, 306. 
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1982, 227-266. 

7. There is a large body of literature describing the 
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Heller,  C.,  On the Edges of Destruction, New York 
1977; 
Marcus,  J.,  Social and Political History of the Jews in 
Poland, 1919-1939, Berlin 1983; 
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ern Europe Between the World Wars, Bloomongton 
1983. 
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307-314;  
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and Social Change in the Jewish Community of a small 
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1954), 177-181. 

13. See Heller 1977, 143-247. 

14. See for instance:  Fuks,  M., Hoffman, Z., Horn, 

M., Tomaszewski,  J.,  Zydzi Polscy. Dzieje  i  Kultura, 
Warszawa 1982, 42-90. 
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17. On the Polish communist movement, see for in-

stance: 
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Warszawa 1984; 
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